
 

 

 
 

Criminal Justice Coordinating Council Meeting Agenda 
Thursday, August 11, 2022 

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m. 

 
 

1. Welcoming Remarks & Introductions -- Mayor Scott 

 

2. CJCC Workgroups -- Ariel Liddell 

a. Workgroup Schedule and Leadership Selections 

-Workgroups finalized 

-Members reviewed bylaws, workgroup expectations, and voted on workgroup 

chairs and standing meeting day & time during meeting held on July 7th. 

b. Project Dashboard Review 

-DSPCS will connect workgroups to their staff that can support with data and 

other resources 

 

-DJS inquired about consultants specifically when it comes to the Pre-trial 

Workgroup’s project on educating judges. Suggested reviewing Casey 

Foundation analog as they have resources, system mapping, and data.  

 

-In reference to the Transportation workgroup, Dir. Jackson noted that the scope 

of this workgroup was suggested before new representation from the Sheriff’s 

office was in place. Therefore, supports for this workgroup and/or scope should 

be revisited. The suggestion was made that the council ask Sam Cogen to 

participate in the transportation workgroup since the person that suggested this is 

no longer involved. Mayor Scott is open to his involvement. Discussion 

surrounding if he would contribute generally since the CJCC meetings are public 

or if we should join the council. Councilman Mosby suggested putting forward a 

motion to him brought on as part of the council since he will be the new sheriff 

however, we did not have quorum to do so at this meeting. This conversation will 

be revisited at a later date. 

 

3. Workgroup Spotlight: Public Safety Accountability Dashboard – Chairpersons  

Workgroup Recommendations  
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-information should be divided by community and should be continuously updated to 

maintain consistency 

-every 30 days the dashboard is updated 

-provided an example of information that could be available at various levels of the 

dashboard from arrest to probation. 

-categorize: additional tabs 911 frequency, type, responsiveness, sky surveillance  

Principal Members Feedback 

-tracking arrest: residents feel in the dark about what happens after an arrest is made 

-residents want to know are there certain judges involved  

- there will be some limits to information that can be made publicly available specifically 

for juveniles 

-Need to be open and transparent but names of offenders shouldn’t happen 

-BPD: crime by incident and if a report is written, CAD data, and Metadata for bodycam  

-DSPCS: Geographic surveillance and beat. Make sure district boundary and 

neighborhood is reflected, (note: district boundaries will be changing soon) electronic 

monitoring 

-geospatial in neighborhoods 

-include victimless crimes 

- “1 stop shop” systems integration does not exist at this time dashboard should address 

this  

 

4. Open Forum: Updates from Principal Members 

DJS 

-Implementing a large juvenile justice reform bill 

-Minimum age of jurisdiction for minors is 13. Youth between 10-12 can be charged as 

delinquents but those under 10 will not. 

-New IT system coming in January 

-ROCA training for cases managers 

 

Principal members engaged in a discussion surrounding recent incidents involving 

youth who commit crimes and the relationship between DJS and BPD when addressing 

them. Conversation is ongoing. 

  

5. Closing Remarks & Adjournment – Mayor Scott 

 

https://bmore.webex.com/bmore/j.php?MTID=m907d0bfadee80ed7d8a3bfab2f38a0c4 

 

Next Meeting: October 13, 2022 from 12-1PM 

https://bmore.webex.com/bmore/j.php?MTID=m907d0bfadee80ed7d8a3bfab2f38a0c4

